Nearly two-thirds of our members subscribe to Computi ng Sur-veys
because it's the best tutorial and survey publication in the fileld. In this age
of specialization, it becomes more and more difficult for the computing
professional, experienced or novice, to keep up with major developments. Computing Sur-veys fills in the gaps, providing in-depth tutorials
on the state-of-the-art in emerging areas of our rapidly expanding field.
Computing Surveys contains comprehensive articles with broadly based
appeal. As a member you can subscribe to Computing Surveys for only
$1 0 while nonmembers pay $40. So for $50 you can 'oin ACM, receive

our monthly flagship publication
receive Computing Surveys.

Communlicati'ons of the ACM. and also

Mail/in this application and you'll receive free, as a bonus, our 152 page
special issue of Computing Sulgyeys on Database Management Systems, which sells separately for $12.00.

Just fill in your name and address. Circle the appropriate dues and rates
for any additional subscriptions or Special Interest Group memberships
(SIG membership includes a Newsletter subscription). Add all your circled amounts and enter this amount in the TOTAL box.

*.ACM~~~~~~~~~~~~~MembershipApplication.
Payment must accompany application.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~SENDOTO:
Association for Computing Machinery
P0O Box 12114, Church Street Station
New York, NY 10249

CLASSES
~~~~~~~~~~~MEMBER
*

*

Voting Member: You must a) subscribe to the purposes of ACM,- bI have attained
professional stature as demonstrated by intellectual competence and ethical
conduct in the arts and sciences of information processing, and cI have earned a
* Bachelor's Degree or academic equivalent, or have 4 years full time experience in
information processing. A Voting Member may vote and hold office in ACM.

A

Name___________________________

Associate Member: You must subscribe to the purposes of ACM. Associate Memdrs
bers have the same privileges and benefits as Voting Members except the right
toAdrs__________________________
* vote and hold
off'ice.___________________________
* Student Member: You must be registered in an accredited educational institution
on a full-time basis.
City/StateIZIP
*
Circle appropriate dues.
~~~~~~~~DUES:
PUBLICATIONS: Circle apprupriate ratelsl
Voting/Associate Members .....................$40.00
Computing Surveys (quarterly) 103 .................$10.00
Members of IEEE-CS (receive a $5 discount)l............. 35.00
Journal of the ACM (quarterly) 102 .................10.00
Members of the following overseas computing societies, ACS, AICA, BCS,
Computing Reviews (monthly) 104 .................16.00
Collected Algorithms, Initial Vols. I, 11, Ill & 1 yr's quarterly
* CIPS, HKCS, IPA, NGI (receive an $B discount). Overseas residents.
LU
* See "Notes"
section "Transactio.....................320
..
32 00
Se*Noe
* Student Members .
1300

Student Member with $5 dues credit. Students who subscribe to Journal of
* the ACM, Computing Surveys, or Computi'ng Revi'ews are entitled to a $5
* dues cred it. If you wish to subscribe to any one of the above, circle the $8
* dues and the appropriate subscription rate for the journal selected in the
* "Publications" section B.....................

updating ns
supplementssuplemnts
105
on

75.

000

(all quarterliesl
SoftwarelTOMS
108 .................18.00
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mathematical
Database Systemns/TODS 109 ....................1 B00

Languages and Systems/TOPLAS 1 10
lB.......
1800
Graphics/TOG 11 2 .........................2400
Office Information Systems/TOOlS 1 13 scheduled for 1/83 .......20.00
Computer Systems/TOCS 1 14 scheduled for 1/83 ...........20.00
800
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS (SIGs): Circle appropriate ratelsl

Prgami

Associate Student

SIGARCH (Computer Architecture) 002 .................20.00
...................
SIGART (Artificial
10.00
Process. &003
004
7.50
SIGBDP
(Bus. DataIntelligence)
Mgmt.)
SIGBIO (Biomedical Computing) 005 ..................14.00
SIGCAPH (Computers & Physically Handicapped, Print) 006 .......10.00
SIGCAPH (Cassette Edition) 029....................10.00
SIGCAPH (Both Print & Cassette) 030..................14.00
SIGCAS (Computers & Society) 007 6.................
.00
SIGCHI
026 ..............
10.00
(Computer & Human Interactionf
SIGCOMM ( Data Communication)
008
............12.00
SIGCPR (Computer Personnel Research) 010 ..............
8.00
SIGCSE (Computer Science Education) 01 1...............11.00
SIGCUE (Computer Uses in Education) 012 ...............10.00
SIGDA (Design Automationf 013.....................
3.00
SIGDOC (Documentation) 033.....................12.00
SIGGRAPH (Computer Graphics) 01 5..................10.00

~~~~~~~CERTIFICATION:

*

Voting Member Appllicants.--You
*quirements and sign below.

10.00
6.00
5 00
5.00
5 00
5.00
9.00
4.00
6.00
9.00
4.00
5.00
7.00
3 00
2.00
5.00

Fill in if applicable.
satisfy at least one of the following re-

must

SIGIR (information Retrievail) 016 ...................
6.00
SIGMAP (Mathematical Programming) 01 8...............10.00
SIGMETRICS (Measurement & Evaluation) 019 .............
900
SIGMICRO
0204 ........ ............
10.00
(Microprogramming)
SIGMOD (Management
of Data) 01
3.00
.......
.............
SIGNUM (Numerical Mathematics) 021 .................11.00
SIGOA 10ff ice Automation) 027.....................
7.50
SIGOPS (Operating Systems) 022 ....................
8.00
SIGPC (Personal Computing) 035 ...................
.7.00
SIGPLAN (Programming Languages) 023................22.00
(Tech. Comm. on Ada) 037..............15.00
SIGPLAN-AdaT'EC
6.00
SIGPLAN-FORTEC (Tech. Comm. on Fortran) 038............
SIGSAC (Security. Audit & Control) 036.................
12.00
7.50
SIGSAM (Symbolic & Algebraic Manipulation) 024 ............
SIGSIM (Simulation) 025.......................
5.00
9.00
SIGSMALL (Small Computing Systems and Applications) 031
SIGSOFT (Software Engineering) 034..................
6.00
SIGUCCS (University and College Computing Servicesf 028........10.00

5.00
11.00
10.00
3.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
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PURPOSES OF ACM & SIGNATURE
1. To advance the sciences and arts of information processing including, but not
restricted to, the study, design, development, construction, and application of

of data of all
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~cessing

kinds, and for the automatic control and simulation of pro-

cesses.

To promote the free interchange of information about the sciences and arts of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2.

*

* 3. Four full* time years of experience (attach statement)

orc.SIGNATURE

Student Member Applicants-Your Faculty Advisor must certify your full-time

information processing both among specialists and the public in the best scientific
and professional tradition.
3. To develop and maintain the integrity and competence ot individuals engaged in
h rcieo
roesn
niae bvlatn
that subscribe
to the purposes of ACM las idctdaoe
hereby affirmnomto
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
understand that my membership is not transferable. enclose a check, bank draft or
money order in the full amoun

sttu.SIGNATURE

PATE

Total Amount: $

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
*

3.00
7.50
3.00
6.00
3 00
5.50
3.00
4.00

*

technology, computing techniques and appropriate languages for general
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~modern
information processing, storage, retrieval, transmission/communication, and pro-

*
1. Bachelor's Degree. Institution:_____________________
*
2. Equivalent level of education. Institution:_________________

atetteaoei

~~~~~~~Voting/
Aetociate Studentt

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Votingi

*

*SIGACT (Automata & Computability Theory) 001.............$ 2.50 $ 2.50
*SIGAPL IAPLi 032..........................
5.00
4.00

:

____________________________________________________

PATE

FACULTY ADVISOR S SIGNATURE

JointMembershipApplicants-You must indicateyouraffiliation, member # and
sign below. Only one discount is permitted
SIGNATURE

AFFILIATION

|SIGNATURE

AFFILIATION

:

U

MEMBER

#

MEMBER #

Notes For Overseas Members: If you'd like to

j'oin ACM

please

write ACM Head-

quarters for an Overseas Membership Application. Mention this issue of
and you'll still receive a free book.
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Member_No_____t_y______________I_TIC __C

Association for Computing Machinety

1 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036 * (212) 869-7440 * Telex: 421686
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